
Entry fee to play in any of the TWGA sponsored

We send some of the membership money to the Entwistle scholarship. 
We subsidize some of the dinners.
We make sure all leagues and events are organized, funded and run as smoothly as possible.
We also help the league chairs find people to run the tournaments. 
The most important reason we have a TWGA board is access and representation at the
Tuscarora Monthly Board meetings. TRADITIONALLY, women cannot run for a seat on the
Tuscarora Board because MOST are not resident members. Therefore, it's nice to have
additional representation from the TWGA. We hear your concerns and the board wants to hear
them too!

WHY BELONG TO THE TWGA?

Here are a few answers!

tournaments is free if you belong to the TWGA. If not, it's $25 per tournament. The TWGA
provides most of the prize money for every tournament. There are 9 tournaments. If you pay as
you go, and played every tournament (yes, there are people who do that and it's not just me!),
it would cost $25 x 9 = $225. See how quickly that added up!
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TWILIGHT LEAGUE: SCORE KEEPING

Record your Gross Score (the actual
score you attained)
Record your Net Score (deduct the
dots you are allowed on the card)
Enter the match score: The player
with the lower net score gets 1 pt., if
there’s a tie, each person gets .5
Post your gross score in the
computer. If you enter the scores
hole by hole, the computer will
adjust your score for any holes that
you exceed your maximum stroke
allowance; however if you enter the 
 9 hole total score, you will need to
make a manual adjustment before
entering it in the computer. 
Leave the cards in to the ladies
locker room completed.
ALL SCORES should be posted to 

Sample Score Card & Tips
9 hole twilight league

       get an accurate handicap!
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FROM THE PRO SHOP
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If you have any questions with the
scoring or posting:
Check with the pro shop or
reach out to Mary Cook, 
9 hole league chair
email: mfletchcook7@gmail.com

Birdie Tree - The Birdie Tree is
up in the locker room. Anytime
you get a Birdie during a TWGA

event (leagues or
tournaments), put your name,
date and hole # on the tag and

post it on the tree. Prizes
awarded at the end of the year



 
.
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Golf Etiquette Reminders
 

Respect the Course
Fill divots

Fix balls marks
Keep carts out of wet areas

Respect Your Playing Partners
Don’t talk while others are hitting

Be aware of where to stand while others are hitting
Watch your ball so you can find it quickly for the next shot

On the Green
   Don’t Step in other players’ lines

   Don’t stand directly behind the putter or directly behind the hole
   Be aware of your shadow so it does not cross the person putting’s line

Respect Others on the Course
Yell ‘Fore’ if needed

Keep it Moving - Don’t hold up play
   Think about your shot while your partners are hitting - have your club ready when it is your turn

finish conversations after you play your shot
   Don’t complain about your shot after you hit - just move on to the next shot

   Leave carts on the side of the green towards the next hole so you don’t have to 
walk back across the green 

   
Write down scores once you reach the next tee

 
Make golf fun for you and everyone else.

WE NEED people to run some of the tournaments!!
Please consider helping the league chairs with their events by contacting:

Barb Loveland/Tuesday 18 hole: bloveland319@gmail.com
Mary Cook/Tuesday Twilight: mfletchcook7@gmail.com

Nancy Nojaim/Wednesday a.m. : nen711@aol.com

Volunteers needed!


